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Abstract
Humanitarianism is increasingly used to address migration in Europe, from search and rescue operations at sea to re-
ception on land. Scholars often interpret humanitarianism as a means for states to depoliticize migration and prioritize
securitization. In this article, I analyze perspectives on humanitarianism among civil society volunteers and workers who,
alongside institutions, deliver humanitarian support to migrants. Civil initiatives in this field by independent volunteers,
non-governmental organizations and charities have surged, thus shifting tasks traditionally under the responsibility of the
state to non-state actors. Based on ethnographic fieldwork in and around the premises of the Hub (a center providing hu-
manitarian assistance tomigrants transiting in the Italian city ofMilan), I show that engaging in such civil support initiatives
raises the levels of political awareness and activism among ordinary citizens. Through insight into the daily actions, moti-
vations and aims of the men and women operating at the Hub, I show that their involvement in humanitarian assistance
marks the beginning of a personal journey in which they gradually conceive what they do as far from being in support of
depoliticizing state securitization policies and rather as politically loaded.
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1. Introduction
In 2015, almost 1,015,000 people entered Europe via
the Mediterranean (United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees [UNHCR], n.d.). In the same year, over
1,220,000 asylum applications were filed in the con-
tinent, followed by almost 1,195,000 in 2016 (Euro-
stat, n.d.). At this time, humanitarian initiatives multi-
plied supporting migrants along the external borders
of Europe and at key transit or arrival nodes within
the continent.
Scholars propose a critical reading of humanitarian
assistance to migrants, indicating that states use it to
downplay a political problem to a sheer humanitarian
issue. I recognize the value of this interpretation, while
pointing at two limitations. First, the literature empha-
sizes institutional recourse to humanitarianism. Second,
it adopts a reductive definition of humanitarianism as
life-saving relief, which downplays ethical and political di-
mensions inherent in humanitarian work on the ground.
I further illustrate both points next.
Discussions about the links between humanitarian-
ism and politics are situated in scholarly work about
governance, which interprets humanitarian assistance as
complicit with state-driven aims to securitize Fortress
Europe (Pécoud, 2015). Watson (2011) suggests that hu-
manitarianism is a sector of securitization: both justify
the adoption of emergency measures by defining issues
as threats. According to Italian philosopher Agamben
(1998), the separation between politics and humanitar-
ianism is paradigmatic in the case of the refugee. In
refugee camps, a state of exception prevails in which
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bare life—the mere biological aspect of life addressed
by humanitarian assistance—is prioritized over other as-
pects of life—life as it is lived. This dehumanizing strat-
egy strips migration and refuge of their political dimen-
sion. By emphasizing the urge for life-saving measures
that protect bare life and downplaying the role of nation-
states, the refugee camp moves out of the political
field and epitomizes the raise of what Foucault (2008)
calls biopolitics.
Several scholars have drawn on the arguments above
to highlight the a-political or depoliticizing effects of hu-
manitarianism when used in the migration field. Malkki
(1996) proposes that a focus on suffering abstracts peo-
ple from historical and structural contexts, thus depoliti-
cizing their condition. Ticktin’s (2006, 2011) analysis of
humanitarianism and immigration law in France shows
that care and compassion offer protection to people
suffering from bodily vulnerability, so that “once one
is…protected by humanitarian clauses, one loses one’s
political and social rights” (Ticktin, 2006, p. 44). Fassin
(2005) talks of “compassionate repression” to illustrate
how transforming asylum into an issue of moral sym-
pathy diverts attention from the political aspect of asy-
lum claims.
In the interpretations just outlined, humanitarianism
is conceived as a state-driven affair. Agamben under-
stands political agency at the level of sovereign states.
Similarly, Malkki (1996), Ticktin (2006, 2011) and Fassin
(2005) foreground institutional recourse to humanitari-
anism. This overlooks the involvement of non-state ac-
tors, despite civil society occupying a significant role in
the migration field, including in humanitarian assistance
(Cuttitta, 2018; Garkisch, Heidingsfelder, & Beckmann,
2017). Throughout Europe, civil support initiatives by
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), charities, hu-
man rights organizations, grassroots associations and
independent volunteers offer first help (e.g., distribut-
ing food and clothing, offering shelter and medical
aid) to newcomers in ports of disembarkation, tempo-
rary camps and transit nodes. I argue that including
attention to these initiatives adds complexity to how
the relationship between humanitarianism and politics
is interpreted.
The emphasis on institutional recourse to human-
itarianism leads to a second limitation of the above-
mentioned literature, which reduces humanitarianism
to life-saving relief. Yet this overlooks essential scholar-
ship about the practices of humanitarian organizations
on the ground. The latter indicates that humanitarian-
ism involves more than its basic definition, i.e., “the pro-
vision of relief to victims of human-made and natural
disasters” guided by principles of neutrality, impartial-
ity, and independence (Barnett & Weiss, 2008, p. 3). In
the field, through reflection on its core values, humani-
tarianism may also extend to broader objectives such as
human rights, democracy promotion, development, and
peacebuilding (Barnett &Weiss, 2008). In this sense, it is
constantly enmeshed with moral dilemmas (Finnemore,
2008) and far from depoliticizing. Rather, it engages in
what Fassin (2007) calls “politics of life”: it evaluates hu-
man beings and the meaning of their existence. In his
words: “a common interpretation…tends to distinguish
and to contrast politics and humanitarianism, declaring
that the latter is gradually replacing the former or even
announcing the advent of humanitarianism and the end
of politics” whereas “everything suggests that rather
than become separate, humanitarianism and politics are
tending to merge” (Fassin, 2007, pp. 508–509).
Emerging empirical literature about civil society in-
volvement in humanitarian responses to migration con-
venes that humanitarianism and politics may indeed be
entangled. This is documented, for instance, in Cuttitta’s
(2018) analysis of NGOs undertaking search and rescue
operations in the Mediterranean. They conceive their
activities not merely as saving migrant lives, but as a
commitment to turn the sea “into a political stage from
which they can make their voice heard” (Cuttitta, 2018,
p. 641) and challenge institutional policies and prac-
tices through lobbying and advocacy. In a similar vein,
Youkhana and Sutter (2017) point at political contes-
tation by pro-migration activist movements. With evi-
dence from the spontaneous camp of Calais in France,
Sandri (2018) qualifies informal “volunteer humanitari-
anism” as an open form of protest against institutional
border securitization practices that establishes a connec-
tion between humanitarianism and activism. These au-
thors convene that civil society humanitarianism in the
migration field goes hand in hand with politics. Politics
is understood, here, along the lines of French philoso-
pher Jacques Rancière (1999), who considers political ac-
tion as expressing disagreement and aspiring to change
an existing social order. Rancière introduces a distinction
between ‘politics’—which challenges the order of things
through disagreement—and ‘policing’—which refers to
the rules that govern the disciplining of bodies (Rancière,
1999, p. 29). Institutional recourse to humanitarianism
to manage migration is a form of policing: a means to se-
curitize, exercise control over and depoliticize migration.
Political, instead, are attempts to challenge the underly-
ing rules. Accordingly, the respondents of Cuttitta (2018),
Youkhana and Sutter (2017) and Sandri (2018) engage
in politics by expressing dissent through forms of anti-
institutional protest such as lobbying, advocacy or public
demonstration. These forms of protest are traditionally
associated with social movements and other organiza-
tions pursuing an openly political agenda. Yet literature
on humanitarian practice suggests that the latter can be
political also in more subtle ways. In Fassin’s (2007) poli-
tics of life, for instance, attributing value to human lives
is sufficient to qualify humanitarianism as political.
In this article I further investigate the links between
humanitarianism and politics beyond the explicitly po-
litical actions of NGOs and activist movements. Recog-
nizing the variety of civil support initiatives in this field,
I focus on how the everyday activities of the many pri-
vate, self-governed, non-profit organizations and infor-
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mal activities that see many ordinary citizens engage for
the benefit of migrants may also be political. My respon-
dents consist of the men and women providing human-
itarian support and engaging as professionals, casual la-
borers or volunteers connected to established NGOs and
charities, associated with informal grassroots initiatives,
or operating independently. The questions I raise are
whether and how humanitarian support offered through
these civil initiatives is instrumental to policing or, in-
stead, political. Do civil volunteers and workers reinforce
and support depoliticization by filling an institutional
gap? Or do they repoliticize migration by disagreeing
with state perspectives?
I answer these questions with evidence from civil ini-
tiatives delivering humanitarian support to migrants in
the city of Milan. In the next section, I describe these
initiatives and review my research methods. Two analyt-
ical sections follow, in which I illustrate ways in which
civil humanitarian support may be interpreted as politi-
cal. First, I examine the actions of volunteers and work-
ers, arguing that they do more than care for migrants’
life-saving needs. In an attempt to address migrants as
dignified subjects, they are political in largely involun-
taryways as they strive to pursue humanitarianism in the
sense of Fassin’s (2007) politics of life. Second, I illustrate
how initial involvement leads many volunteers and work-
ers to become further committed to making a difference
and how they use humanitarianism to express disagree-
ment with institutional perspectives (Rancière, 1999).
I also highlight that these expressions of disagreement
stem from deliberate political awareness yet may be ex-
pressed in silent ways and do not necessarily lead to ex-
plicit public protest. Lastly, I offer some conclusions in a
closing section.
2. The Hub at the Core of Migrant Routes
Italy is a country of first entry for migrants into Europe.
After peak arrivals in 2015, a report by the UNHCR
showed that, at the end of June 2017,more than 200,000
migrants and refugees were in reception centers in Italy,
despite two thirds of new arrivals continuing their jour-
neys to further European destinations (UNHCR, 2017).
These figures imply that humanitarian aid for mi-
grants is highly relevant in Italy. This is evident not only in
ports of disembarkation in the south, but also in other lo-
calities along migrants’ routes to northern Europe, such
as Milan. Official data from the Municipality indicates
that 125,500 migrants were assisted between 2013 and
2017 in the city’s official reception centers, alongside an
inestimable number of migrants cared for unofficially.
At a national level, Italian policy and practice address
migrant arrivals as an emergency issue (Campomori &
Caponio, 2014; Marchetti, 2014). In border locations like
the island of Lampedusa and other ports of first dis-
embarkation, humanitarian responses are institutionally-
driven and highly securitized (Tazzioli & Garelli, 2018).
In Milan, civil initiatives providing humanitarian support
to migrants surged in 2013. The news of two consecu-
tive migrant shipwrecks in Lampedusa dominated the
Italianmedia and hundreds of survivedmigrants camped
at the city’s main rail station, the Stazione Centrale. Mi-
grants carried visible signs of having endured the sea
crossing. Despite autumn weather, they bore no or few
belongings, wore plastic thong sandals or were bare-
footed. Their clothes were stained with brine and some
carried the shiny thermal blanket received during the
sea rescue. Some suffered from hypothermia, were phys-
ically injured or in distress.Witnessing this scene on their
doorstep, people spontaneously mobilized to distribute
food, blankets and clothing.
Building on these spontaneous responses, Milan’s
municipal authorities established the Hub in purposely
refurbished premises under the elevated rails of the
Stazione Centrale. TheHubdealtwith up to 1,200migrant
arrivals daily, addressing basic needs such as food, shelter
and healthcare. It became a well-known reference within
informal migrant networks, andmany reached Italian soil
with its street name scribbled on their arms, or a photo
of volunteers or workers in their mobile phones.
The Hub offered a unique setting to gain insight into
civil involvement in migrant humanitarianism. In other
notable situations in Europe—the spontaneously formed
camp in Calais (Sandri, 2018), a public park in Brussels
(Vandevoordt & Verschraegen, 2019) or a squatted hotel
in Athens (Rozakou, 2012)—volunteers or activists oper-
ated independently and in informal spaces. At the Hub,
volunteers and workers from different committees, as-
sociations, charities and NGOs worked side by side and
under the aegis of institutions: a situation that soon re-
vealed that actionswere coordinated,whilst also present-
ing tensions and overlaps. As a physical site of refugee
management, the Hub also became an important space
of contestation (della Porta, 2018). For instance, smaller
initiatives refrained from involvement at the Hub, in op-
position with the philosophy of larger organizations or
with the official approach of municipal authorities.
These tensions called for an investigation of the log-
ics underlying humanitarian support and of the motiva-
tions urging volunteers and workers to act. I achieved
this through ethnographic fieldwork, including partici-
pant observation, online research and interviews with
respondents (whose names I have anonymized). Dur-
ing multiple field visits between 2013 and 2017, I spent
the equivalent of sixty full-time days observing respon-
dents as they dispensed humanitarian support to mi-
grants and the daily interactions between volunteers and
workers. In this time, I also attended meetings, public
events and protests in and around the Hub. In between
field visits, I followed respondents’ social media activ-
ity: I noted how they chose to represent what they did
and recorded posts that triggered animated streams of
comments. When conducting supplementary interviews
with twenty respondents, I used these social media posts
as elicitations, inviting them to reflect about underly-
ing meanings and values. Taken as a whole, this ethno-
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graphic data provides insight into what prompted volun-
teers and workers to engage in humanitarian support to
migrants, how they conceived what they did and what
they (hoped to) contribute to.
3. FromMinimalist to Enabling Humanitarianism:
Involuntary Politics of Life
The Hub was operational for over three years, yet activ-
ities always remained characterized as temporary mea-
sures, adapting to seasonal fluctuations in the numbers
and composition of incomingmigrants. This approach fol-
lows a logic that is in line with Italian national institu-
tional framings of migrant arrivals as an emergency issue
(Campomori & Caponio, 2014;Marchetti, 2014) and tem-
porarily addresses only the superficial consequences—
the threats to bare life—of a deeper structural problem.
Civil support initiatives at the Hub were funded through
short-term tendered contracts with municipal authori-
ties, in which the mandate was to cater for migrants’ ba-
sic needs.
This form of humanitarianism is easily associated
with the official approach of institutions, to which larger
civil society organizations may adhere (or instrumentally
adapt). The slogan of one charity operating at the Hub
recited: “First Help, Always”. This message indicates that
the organization is faithful to the core ethic of humani-
tarian intervention: saving lives. Actions are presented as
“based on the satisfaction of offering unconditionally, to
a person in danger of dying, the aid which enables him to
survive” (Fassin, 2007, p. 510). Civil society organizations
use this biopolitical bureaucratic logic strategically in
their official discourse, drawing “on a global assemblage
of categories, legal definitions, norms and standards, and
procedures and technologies associated with humanitar-
ian aid” (Robins, 2009, p. 638). They adopt what Redfield
(2005) defines “minimalist biopolitics”, focusing on basic
needs such as medical aid, shelter and food relief. The
everyday motivations and actions of the volunteers and
workers ensuring that those humanitarian goals were
met, however, reflected alternative preoccupations.
Some respondents indeed conceived humanitarian
assistance as a means to protect bare life. When I shad-
owed them, some referred tomigrants as “gli ultimi” (the
last). From their words, the image emerged of a mass
of helpless, de-humanized people who have nothing and
are in desperate need to receive. A volunteer doctor in-
sisted that she was moved to act by humanitarian mo-
tives and reinforced her argument claiming that her best
gratifications came not from the Hub, but from the times
she spent on board Italian Naval ships rescuing migrants
at sea:
Themost beautiful work for a doctor is on board ships.
There the line between life and death is a question of
seconds. Either you save them, or they die. It is a very
powerful challenge. If you are born to heal, it doesn’t
get more extreme than this. (Cosima)
Some acknowledged that their role as humanitarians in-
cluded also a controlling dimension, one that—following
Rancière—is associated with policing. A charity worker
commented about the registration procedure for mi-
grants at the Hub: “At the registration desk, my role is
first of all to understand whether the person sitting in
front of me is a real refugee or not” (Amun). Amun re-
called the episode of a Somali who stood in the queue
for the stamps giving access to food, a set of new cloth-
ing and a bed for the night. When his turn arrived:
He didn’t look like someone who’s just arrived. His
clothing didn’t give that away. Even the smell of a
refugee, when someone hasn’t washed for a few
days…various signs tell you whether someone is a
refugee. So I said to him: “You’re not a refugee. Empty
your pockets and show me something, anything that
proves that you’re a refugee”. A train ticket from
Taranto saying he’d just disembarked and come to
Milan, whatever….And as he emptied his rucksack, he
dropped an Italian passport. That Somali was an Italian
citizen. So I said to him: “Sorry, we can’t welcome you”.
Amun explained that he used the term ‘refugee’ to re-
fer broadly tomigrants in distress, having just arrived ille-
gally in Italy and regardless of whether they had applied
for asylum in Italy or intended to do so. A perceived need
for immediate and temporary basic support, in Amun’s
eyes, was the main precondition qualifying migrants for
humanitarian support. Like Cosima and Amun other re-
spondents expressed their role as one in which they, as
humanitarians, protected bare life whilst also occupying
a position of power and control over migrants. At a first
reading, this appears to reinforce the dehumanizing and
depoliticizing side of humanitarianism.
A closer look, however, uncovers that many work-
ers were ill at ease with ‘policing’ tasks attached to their
roles.When talking aboutwhat they did, they challenged
the idea of humanitarianism as ending with the protec-
tion of bare life. When justifying their actions, many
chose words like ‘solidarity’, ‘philanthropy’, ‘justice’, ‘hu-
manity’, ‘empathy’, and ‘equality’.
More than words, however, it was the actions of
volunteers and workers that questioned the minimalist
biopolitics (Redfield, 2005) of “holding people in a po-
sition of continuous need for assistance” (Michele). De-
spite being aware of power imbalances between them-
selves as humanitarian givers and migrants as aid recip-
ients, many maneuvered within the system to do more
than dispense basic aid. They aspired to be facilitators,
enabling migrants to find their own way. Patrizia ex-
plained how workers or volunteers circumvented mini-
malist humanitarian logics:
[At the Hub, migrants] are subject to our rules, to the
food we give them. Their autonomy is equal to zero.
They even need to knock on the door and ask me for
toilet paper: we don’t have enough for everyone, so
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I have to ration it. We use the word ‘guests’ to in-
dicate migrants and here this word is a good fit. To
call someone a guest is depriving him of responsibility.
Here people are deprived of responsibility and they
are treated accordingly.…You are a guest and you fol-
low my rules. Now, though, we have started imagin-
ing paths for these people, but this comes out of the
initiative of those working here. For instance, I may
know some migrant youths who like playing football
and I may know of a football initiative in the neigh-
borhood, so I go and tell them. This is not in the work-
ers’ vademecum, though. If anything, the vademecum
says “manage fights, deal with registration, give them
a bed and that’s it”. (Patrizia)
Volunteers and workers instigated a range of socio-
cultural activities: language classes, recreational activi-
ties for children, sport events, city tours, or pairing mi-
grants with sponsor families. These initiatives had a cen-
tral concern not for basic needs, but for social fulfilment.
They showed that humanitarian action can move “from
bare life to qualified life, from physical survival to social
existence” (Fassin, 2007, p. 518).
Respondents addressed migrants beyond bare life
through socio-cultural activities as well as in more sub-
tle ways. They encouraged migrants to take direct re-
sponsibility in the everyday delivery of humanitarian aid:
serving food at the canteen or unfolding and storing the
camp-beds that were set up every night in the communal
dormitory. Respondents conceived involvement in these
moments as a chance for migrants to step out of the cat-
egory of guest or victim attributed to them through de-
politicizing minimalist humanitarian logics. Some volun-
teers and workers went to great lengths to address mi-
grants by their name, to give an otherwise ephemeral
interaction a deeper significance. Against the reading of
humanitarianism as de-historicizing (Malkki, 1996), I in-
terpret these efforts as striving to inject personal biogra-
phies back into the generalized figure of a migrant vic-
tim. Informal support to migrants extended to advice
about administrative and legal dealings with asylum pro-
cedures or border-crossings, with the intention of sup-
portingmigrants tomake independent, informed choices
about their future.
I do not evaluate whether the actions just illustrated
had an empowering effect on migrants, nor how mi-
grants themselves received them. What is noteworthy
is that the intention behind these actions contrasted
sharply with the depoliticizing logics of minimalist hu-
manitarianism. In their daily actions, volunteers and
workers put forward a politics of life (Fassin, 2007) that
attempted to value victims beyond basic needs. My
findings resonate with Rozakou’s (2012) analysis of hu-
manitarian initiatives assisting migrants in Athens. She
concludes that, through the practices of volunteers op-
erating outside formal reception camps, refugees may
also be “reconstituted as political subjects” (Rozakou,
2012, p. 573).
So far, I have uncovered tensions between the logics
of respondents delivering humanitarian support in civil
initiatives on the one hand and the official logics of in-
stitutions on the other hand: while the latter emphasize
saving lives, the former stress the importance of every
life andmove beyond basic needs. These divergent views
led volunteers to speak with nostalgia about the times
before the Hub was established, cherishing the freedom
with which they had been able to approach and assist
migrants. The same sentiment induced some initiatives
to remain independent from the Hub, operating infor-
mally on the streets and in disagreement with minimal-
ist biopolitics (Redfield, 2005). As one respondent put
it: “volunteering is a positive action that should enable
a refugee or asylum seeker to engage independently on
a journey of inclusion” (Antonio).
In this section, I have shown that the men and
women delivering support in a system conceived as re-
sponding to basic migrant needs may be inspired by al-
ternative humanitarian logics. Respondents spoke of mi-
grants and refugees as the ultimate vulnerable others
whose bare life should be protected: these arguments
indeed resonate with the depoliticizing or a-political
traits denounced by scholarship on migrant humanitar-
ianism. Respondents however also strived to treat mi-
grants as dignified people in need to make their way, au-
tonomously. In this sense, they pursued another human-
itarianism: one that promotes a politics of life (Fassin,
2007) by moving beyond mere survival and committing
to concerns for human dignity. My data identify tensions
inherent in humanitarianism. One logic focuses on pro-
tecting migrants’ bare life: I call this minimalist human-
itarianism. An alternative logic hopes to empower mi-
grants and facilitate their autonomous agency: I call this
enabling humanitarianism.
People delivering support to migrants at the Hub ex-
perienced tensions betweenminimalist and enabling hu-
manitarianism, as each is “defined by different config-
urations of practices, principles, and understandings of
the proper relationship between politics and humanitar-
ianism” (Barnett & Weiss, 2008, p. 5). Many volunteers
and workers were inspired by enabling humanitarian-
ism and attempted to inject human value into the mi-
grants they assisted. They often did so, however, inad-
vertently and without being aware of the political value
of their thoughts and actions: they engaged in politics
of life, yet involuntarily. Vandevoordt and Verschraegen
(2019, p. 102) found the same among civil humanitari-
ans in Brussels whose “political intentions were far from
self-evident” and who, for instance when establishing
horizontal relations with refugees, were unknowingly po-
litical. My data show the value of integrating a focus
on the exclusionary logics of states’ humanitarian re-
sponses with a focus on volunteers and workers in civil
support initiatives who may counteract them (Larruina
& Ghorashi, 2016). In the next section, I discuss how this
counteraction may become loaded with greater politi-
cal awareness.
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4. Humanitarianism as Politics: Engaging in Silent
Disagreement
Many respondents became involved in humanitarian
support through volunteering, dedicating a few hours to
assisting (often in theminimalist humanitarian sense)mi-
grants and refugees. This exposed them to emotionally
intense experiences, followed by personal involvement
in the stories of individual migrants.
On social media, respondents maintained contact
for years with migrants and refugees met at the Hub.
Lorenza, one of the first volunteers assisting Syrians since
before the Hub was established, recalled:
We used to go every morning and offer bread and
Nutella to Syrian refugees.…From there we took a fur-
ther step and started talking to them.…Clearly their
stories affected us. Speaking with them was the most
beautiful thing that this initial group did. It created a
bridge, a human bond that went beyond the fact of
offering bread with chocolate spread and a warm cup
of tea. (Lorenza)
The fleeting moment of humanitarian giving led to
deeper contact. Shifting fromminimalist to empowering
humanitarianism, some felt investedwith an overwhelm-
ing sense of personal responsibility:
Some ask you “Where do you think I should go?
Where should I migrate to?” This is a huge responsibil-
ity….When people ask you where they should spend
the rest of their lives, this is not a question you can
answer lightly. (Sarah)
Conversation after conversation, interview after inter-
view, I became aware of how respondents were affected
by migrant stories. As a researcher, I was interested in
the experiences of volunteers and workers—not of mi-
grants. Yet whenever I gave interlocutors leeway, they
would steer the discussion towards excruciating details
of painful migrant stories. Anna, a volunteer who housed
migrants in her home when the Hub reached full capac-
ity, recalled the time she was sitting on the couch of her
Milanese apartment when a migrant recognized himself
in the images of a report about a sea rescue aired on the
evening news. While she watched history unfold on the
television screen, she felt she could reach out and touch
it in the person sitting next to her in the private space of
her home.
Exposed to the suffering of otherwise distant others,
Anna and other respondents reinjected personal histories
into migrant subjects. Many looked at their own lives in
a new light and reported personal growth. Against a per-
ceived wave of raising European populism and individu-
alism, they read the human and social situations of mi-
grantswithin an international geo-political vision, became
skeptical about institutional responses, and nurtured the
ambition to do more than help people in distress.
I observed a correlation between growing personal
involvement in enabling humanitarianism and a con-
scious politicized commitment. As with Ayana, a second-
generation Eritrean supporting co-nationals escaping
the current regime in the streets of her neighbour-
hood, which hosts a historically established Habesha
community:
I’d never been an activist before, I never supported
any cause. I’d also always been distant from lay or reli-
gious associations. But engaging inmigrant assistance
took me on a long, introspective journey that could
only lead me to engage further and learn to relate
with and challenge institutions. (Ayana)
For many, political engagement began with critique of
the Hub itself, where I observed tensions between min-
imalist and empowering humanitarianism. Some openly
criticized the conditions under which help was delivered,
denouncing that the Hub allowed only fleeting encoun-
ters. As Lorenza underlined: “You cannot talk to all of
them.…The Hub doesn’t give you time.…In transit, you
don’t have time to relate to one another”. Respondents
would mock the slogan “First Help, Always”: “First help
and no more”, they would add, voicing disapproval of a
rationality that reduces victims to basic needs, to bare
life.Whether the charity in question is indeed associated
with depoliticization is a judgement beyond the scope of
this article. I did however record that, by supplementing
institutional funding with private donations, the organi-
zation enjoyed flexibility on the ground allowing workers
to go beyond what was requested in binding contracts
with local authorities. For example, if the mandate lim-
ited provision of shelter to migrants of certain nation-
alities, respondents could open the doors to other mi-
grants. In this sense, the charity prudently avoided ex-
plicit political confrontation with its institutional donors.
It also closed a blind eye to what respondents did on the
ground, leaving it to their discretion to solve tensions
and ambiguities that are typical of humanitarian orga-
nizations: instrumentally complying with a depoliticizing
concern for human survival, whilst ethically striving for
a concern for human dignity (Redfield, 2005). This way,
bending the rules became a silent but deliberate expres-
sion of political dissent by workers or volunteers.
For those who understood the expression of dissent
as requiring more open forms of political protest, the
Hub hindered the pursuit of their aims. They chose to
operate independently in the informal spaces of streets,
squares and public parks surrounding the Stazione Cen-
trale. Besides delivering support to migrants, they also
engaged in outspoken forms of dissent. They raised pub-
lic awareness, for instance holding talks in schools. They
initiated public protests and denounced institutions for
reducing migrants to mere, dehumanized numbers. The
reasons leading some to shift to such overtly politicized
engagement were usually tied to personal background
and lived experience. For instance, an activist operating
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outside the Hub compared his own choice as a second-
generationmigrant with that of first-generationmigrants
for whom social work for a large charity had become a
regular job:
I believe in people’s autonomy and this is tied to a per-
sonal baggage of claims I make to the society I live
in. Others [who have recently immigrated] have a
more subaltern relationship with Italian authorities.
We have strong disagreements on this point. This is
why many second-generation migrants experienced
working at the Hub as a learning opportunity, but
then decided to leave. Whereas [recent immigrants]
decided to stay on in a role that can contribute little
to changing the status quo. (Awet)
Political action, however, was not restricted to indepen-
dent initiatives such as those just described. Also within
the Hub, workers disagreeing with the official Hub logic
of saving lives carried out political actions from within.
They were not so much critical of the approach of the
charities and NGOs operating at the Hub. Rather, they
held institutions responsible for a situation that, as Amun
suggested, “aims at quantity, not quality”. They critiqued
the Italian state for preferring solutions that address
an out-of-the-ordinary situation to structural solutions
(Campomori & Caponio, 2014; Marchetti, 2014). Accord-
ing to Patrizia, “the Hub treats migrant flows as an emer-
gency issue, whereas it is a structural phenomenon. To
put a plaster on a war wound doesn’t make sense”. In-
sight into the failings and contradictions of how migra-
tion is governed led some respondents to deliver human-
itarian support while simultaneously questioning it and
critiquing institutional mechanisms through moral and
political pressure:
If one is just a volunteer it means that in a totally spon-
taneous way he or she is engaging in activities. These
may follow ethical and moral motivations, but once
the activity is done it ends there. Activism, instead, is
engaging in an activity but also pushing your idea fur-
ther and instigating it. One thing is to say “I help mi-
grants to write their CV”: this is volunteering. Another
thing is to say “I open a desk to support migrants in
looking for work and I talk with institutions, express
people’s discontent, propose alternatives”: this is ac-
tivism. They are two very distinct things. (Patrizia)
When I asked Patrizia for an example of how she exer-
cised activism as charity worker, she replied that the data
about migrants sheltered at the Hub that she transmit-
ted weekly to the Municipality were her main channel
for protest. She collected and organized the information
to highlight the growing number of migrants being re-
turned to Italy from other European countries on the
grounds of the Dublin Regulation. This way, she delib-
erately made authorities aware of new migrant vulner-
abilities emerging out of European regulations, putting
pressure on them to deal with this reality. She also gath-
ered figures highlighting the presence, at the Hub, of mi-
grants officially considered highly vulnerable (e.g., preg-
nant women) and eligible for support in dedicated cen-
ters, thus exposing institutional failure in meeting the re-
quirements of international protection standards. Chiara,
another charity worker, daily escorted to the offices of
the Municipality a group of unaccompanied minor mi-
grants who hung around the Hub during daytime but
were not officially admitted to sleep there at night be-
cause entitled to supplementary protection. Due to in-
frastructural lack of capacity in centers assisting minors
travelling alone, these children joined the ranks of those
sleeping rough around the Stazione Centrale.
When humanitarianism takes on a political connota-
tion—not just a depoliticizing one—questioning the ac-
cepted ways in which assistance is delivered becomes an
integral part of practicing humanitarianism. Outside the
Hub, independent activists challenged the dehumanizing
logics of humanitarianism by engaging in open protest or
promoting public advocacy. Even inside the Hub, Patrizia
and Chiara engaged in deliberate, yet silent expressions
of dissent. Their strategies recall the “imperceptible pol-
itics” used by illegalized migrants to struggle for work
and unionization described by Wilcke (2018). They show
that being political does not necessarily require engag-
ing in visible public protest. By reminding local authori-
ties that it should be their responsibility to provide appro-
priate shelter for unaccompaniedmigrantminors, Chiara
took on a role of watchdog; bymaking institutions aware
of the shifting composition of migrants in need, Patrizia
tried to exercise on them political pressure.
At the Hub and independently, the actions of vol-
unteers and workers suggest that involvement in assis-
tance to newcomer migrants was, for some, a means
to restore a conscious political role for humanitarian-
ism by “revealing and reviving the political (that is the
plural and conflictual) character of politics” (Cuttitta,
2018, p. 635, emphasis in original) and repoliticize the
migration field. Without necessarily engaging in overt
forms of public protest, in the examples presented here,
civil society actors nonetheless still engaged in actions
that meet Rancière’s (1999) definition of political: they
silently challenged the minimalist humanitarian logics of
institutional approaches.
5. Conclusion
The European migration ‘crisis’ brought to the fore
emerging subjects from civil society in the field of hu-
manitarianism (Sezgin & Dijkzeul, 2016). As I have shown
in this article, it also led to contesting some of human-
itarianism’s basic principles. Civil initiatives of humani-
tarian support reveal tensions between depoliticization
and repoliticization.
I acknowledge the worth of critical approaches to
humanitarianism that emphasize its depoliticizing value.
However, I also show that an exclusive focus on hu-
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manitarianism as an institutional logic conceals the pro-
foundly political nature embedded in humanitarian work
on the ground. As broader literature on humanitarianism
has indicated, humanitarian actions constantly grapple
with moral and ethical dilemmas that make them deeply
political. I thus highlight the limitations of the biopoliti-
cal paradigm that “can obscure the complexity of actual
practices and the diversity of aid” (Rozakou, 2012, p. 565).
I do so by integrating an analysis of institutional uses of
humanitarianism inmigrationmanagement with an anal-
ysis of the practices and underlying motivations of civil
initiatives of humanitarian support. This allows reveal-
ing particular styles and strategies that civil initiatives of
migrant support bring to responses to migration, reflect-
ing a diversity of ways in which humanitarianism is con-
ceived, practiced, and linked to politics.
Actions of people on the ground indeed contribute to
depoliticization when they uncritically support the offi-
cial system of migrant reception. Their actions, however,
also prove political in at least two ways.
First, in the relationship between civil society volun-
teers or workers and their migrant beneficiaries, I have
distinguished between a minimalist humanitarianism
that is exclusionary and depoliticizing and an enabling
humanitarianism that questions an exclusive emphasis
on bare life. While the former indeed contributes to de-
politicizing migration, the latter is repoliticizing. Volun-
teers and workers put into practice an understanding of
humanitarian aid that evaluates the human dignity of
beneficiaries. Instead of drawing on minimalist human-
itarian principles to prioritize security and sovereignty,
they prioritized migrants’ rights and well-being. In this
sense, civil society initiatives of humanitarian support en-
gaged in a politics of life (Fassin, 2007) that aspired to en-
act an alternative social order.While not necessarily voic-
ing disagreement with established ways of doing human-
itarianism, the experiences and practices of volunteers
and workers did nonetheless constitute involuntary poli-
tics, offering fertile ground for more overt and conscious
forms of political engagement to develop.
Second, when the initiatives of volunteers and work-
ers take on a denouncing role—by calling attention to
a gap, rather than just filling it—humanitarianism be-
comes consciously political. Following Rancière’s (1999)
definition, humanitarianism is a means to express dis-
agreement and antagonize the configurations of institu-
tional approaches to migration. Humanitarianism, in this
sense, is “deployed among the weak as it denounces
the powerful” (Fassin, 2007, p. 511). Most interestingly,
this form of political action need not rely on open pub-
lic protest through demonstrations or public advocacy.
Many expressed it silently, through everyday practices
that challenged institutional categorizations of migrant
needs (e.g., when extending humanitarian assistance to
those considered ineligible by institutions or denouncing
to authorities the neglect of their own responsibilities).
The examples presented in this article show that civil
society actors involved in humanitarian support to mi-
grants are far from passively filling an institutional gap
and acting in support of state securitization strategies.
Rather, through direct involvement in humanitarianism,
ordinary citizens become conscious of its inherent ten-
sions, which leads their political awareness and engage-
ment to grow. As they struggle to come to terms with
the ethics of life-saving only approaches, some reinject
value inmigrant lives and, by doing so, engage in involun-
tary politics. For others, progressive involvement comes
with increasing awareness of the political value of their
thoughts and actions, leading to open or silent expres-
sions of political dissent.
At a time when humanitarianism has been indicated
as being void of political value, volunteers and workers
in civil support initiatives question the minimalist logics
of humanitarianism as bare life. By re-humanizing the
ways in which aid is delivered on the ground, giving voice
to global inequalities and injustice, acting as watchdogs
and questioning institutions they repoliticize the migra-
tion field. Ultimately, by contrasting an institutional and
a civil perspective on humanitarian support to migrants,
I show that a plurality of humanitarian traditions coexists
in this field, with different political voices.
My findings also testify the increasing entanglement,
in current responses to migration, between institutional
actors, development and relief organizations, charities,
volunteers, activists and social movements. The fact that
all of these have become essential actors in this field
has important implications for migration policy and pol-
itics in general. The interactions and frictions between
these actors, in fact, become the cogwheels through
which underlying ethics and responsibilities are interro-
gated. This interrogation, I argue, may be not only a
source of contestation, but could also constitute a mo-
tor through which change to current migration systems
may emerge democratically.
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